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TIIE FUTURE OF TAXI AND PRIVATE HIRE CAR LICENSING
Jeremy Toner, Institute of Transport Studies, University of Leeds

Jeremy Toner began by asking the question: why should it be necessary to
regulate the taxi trade, and how do taxis differ from other commodities ?
Regulation in London dates back to 1634, in Charles I's reign, and in
other parts of Britain to the mid-nineteenth century. Historically it has
dealt with fares, vehicle numbers, and standard of the vehicles. The
degree and extent of regulation has varied both over time and from place
to place, but its purposes have been fairly similar: to protect the public
from unsafe vehicles and unscrupulous drivers, and to prevent traffic
congestion. The latter was one reason for the earliest regulations in
London: to prevent excessive numbers of coaches. Regulation, however,
has had negative results: protecting the incumbents in the trade and
through its interference with the market allowing inefficiencies to
continue.
In England and Wales, outside London, local authorities unti11985 had
wide discretion as to the controls which they could impose on the taxi
market. From that year, they were prohibited from refusing licences
unless they were satisfied that there was no significant un-met demand.
Some councils which had previously been very restrictive consequently
had to rethink their policies. The result is that since 1985 20 per cent of
local authorities have still not issued any new licences, 40 per cent have
issued some and thereby increased the number of taxis a little in their
areas, 20% have deregulated the market totally (apart from fares),
allowing free entry to any operator of good repute, while another 20 per
cent had already had a policy of unlimited entry to the market and did
not change this.
The above relates only to taxis, not to minicabs. Outside London an
authority may license "private hire vehicles" if it wishes, but it cannot
control their fares. These are vehicles which are not permitted to ply for
hire on the street (though in some cases they do, with police connivance).
Where such vehicles are permitted entry to the market is virtually
unrestricted. What is not clear is whether there are different markets for
the two types of service, or whether the difference between the two
licensing regimes is a purely artificial one. In some towns the two types
are close substitutes and private hire vehicles can in some respects
compensate for deficiencies in the taxi market (for instance, making it
harder for taxi operators to press for higher fares).
Take a fairly standard market in which prices and costs serve to balance
supply and demand. The question is whether this applies to taxis. Two
features are distinctive:
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The quality
one has to
other users
therefore
circulation,
service less

of the service is strongly affected by the length of time
wait. As each taxi is hired the number available for
is reduced. To maintain a high quality of service it is
necessary
to have a large number of vehicles in
while a high level of demand will make the whole
attractive.

Shopping around for a better product is usually not possible. Even
if the taxis charge different fares there is no way of knowing this
until one has hailed and asked several drivers. In effect the
demand is inelastic, not elastic as it would be in a standard
competitive market, and the buyer is in a weak bargaining position.
(It should be added that while this is characteristic of immediate
on-street hiring, and of bookings from a taxi rank where the taxis
are hired in strict order, the nature of competition in the telephone
booking sector is less clear).

As a result, even if fares are deregulated, there is no incentive to reduce
them; if anything the pressure is to raise fares. This would mean a highpriced service, but a great many operators would enter the market and
waiting times would be short. One must then ask whether this is the best
solution for society.

This assumes that all customers have the same value of time. One could
conceivably dis aggregate this across customer groups, but it complicates
the argument.
Figure 1 shows a family of demand curves for different waiting times Ti
(where i represents the subscripts used in the figure). The separation
between the curves reflects variations in the wait time elasticity. The
ellipse shows a break-even (zero profit) situation, which is achievable
through various combinations of fare P and demand Q. Note that no
customer is able to bargain wait time against price (they cannot offer to
pay more for a shorter wait) as the wait time is fixed by the number of
taxis available.

Figure 1: Equilibrium in the taxi market
Price
(p)

A model of the market
I

Equation 1gives a demand function:
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where P is price
T is waiting time, which itself can be expressed
function (2):

~

in a delay

T =g(V)
where V is the number of vacant taxis, which are assumed to be
randomly distributed in space
g is an appropriate function. A total cost function can also
be specified (3):
TC

=

h(Q,T)

where TC is the total cost of supplying the taxis. Equation
a welfare function:
W= P(Q,T)dQ

h(Q,T)
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It is now necessary to choose a suitable point on the ellipse. Point B gives
the shortest wait time: the implicit objective of the 1985 Act. Point E
might reflect the consequence of a fixed price (set at average revenue)
provided that there were free entry, whereas restrictions on entry might
result in point F and hence monopoly rents accruing to licence holders.
Point E in effect represents the actual consequences of the 1985 Act;
there has been a fall in wait times compared with the restricted regime,
but not an appreciable one. Leeds currently has over 300 taxis; in the
past they have reputedly changed hands at around £40,000 and there is
still a significant licence premium - this would appear to suggest that
there are substantial profits to be had and that even now there is scope
for further entrants to the market with consequent reductions in waiting
time.
Point D represents the maximum sustainable industry size which, with
free entry and the absence of price regulation (or with an acquiescent
regulator), is arguably the likely outcome from a totally deregulated
industry when no firm has significant
market presence.
Point G
(ridership maximised) is the socially preferable solution if value of time is
the same for all customers. This is achieved despite wait times being
longer than in a free market. Points A and I represent the consequences
of fares being maximised and minimised respectively, while within the
ellipse profits are maximised (e.g. at C) and social welfare might well be
maximised at the expense of deficit operating (e.g. at H). As no one
seriously expects a taxi service to be subsidised this last point is purely
hypothetical.

Table 1: Values of time (pence) and demand elasticities

Value
Value
Value
Value

of
of
of
of

Demand
Demand
Demand
Demand

walk time per minute
wait time per minute
in-vehicle time per minute
London type ("black cab") vehicle
elasticity
elasticity
elasticity
elasticity

to
to
to
to

price
walk time
wait time
in-vehicle time

-1.0
-0.3
-0.07
-0.1

-0.8
-0.06
-0.1

% change

Table 2:

Point on figure 1

Note that these values take no account of time of day; for instance, late
at night in City A demand was less elastic than the values here. All the
same, the elasticities are higher than those typical of other modes. Note
how the time elasticities are lower than those for price. The valuation of
London-type taxis as against ordinary saloon cars was only estimated in
City A, where they comprise 10% of the fleet.

respect
respect
respect
respect

10.0

Table 2 gives the welfare analysis as derived from applying the model to
City B. The "point" letters correspond to the theoretical points in figure
1, while is the value of the licence premium.

Cahbration of the models
This was done through studies in two English cities, using a combination
of stated preference and transfer pricing methods. Table 1 gives some of
the results for two cities A and B with populations of approximately
700,000 and 100,000 respectively.

with
with
with
with

CityB
25.0
32.0
2.1

City A
7.8
7.4

E
G
D

fares

II = £20,000; maximum rides
-19.4
deregulated entry; current fares
deregulated entry; maximum rides 33.2
deregulated entry; deregulated fares -

waiting
time

no. of
taxis

welfare

+93.3
-46.7
+60.0
-46.7

-6.7
+30.0
+7.5
+30.0

+19.6
-21.0
+21.9
-21.0

In this particular case, the current fare level is also that which would be
obtained in a totally deregulated market (compare points E and D). This
deregulation of entry at current fares would lead to almost a halving of
passenger waiting time and hence an increase in consumer surplus; but
this benefit is outweighed by the loss to producers. Deregulating entry
and aiming for maximum ridership (point G) causes fares to fall by 33 per
cent. Waiting times actually rise and all the producer surplus is lost, but
the gains to existing and new users more than compensate for this. Note
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that, if it is desired to maintain the value of a taxi licence, the optimal
fares are almost 20 per cent below the current level; but in welfare terms
this is almost as good as optimal fares and entry deregulation. It appears
that the crucial determinant of welfare is the price which is charged;
attempts to improve welfare by regulatory action should focus on price
rather than service quality.

Conclusions
Following studies of this type, carried out in five cities, it appears that the
taxi market is fairly price elastic, but inelastic with respect to level of
service. Fares are too high and regulation should aim to reduce them.
The natural consequence of a deregulated market - high fares, many
vehicles and high availability - is not socially desirable. Apart from setting
fares, regulation should be confined to quality standards. Such a package
should realise the benefits which the current deregulation has so far
failed to produce. It is worth noting that legislation introduced in
Scotland in 1982 allowed a licensing authority to refuse an operator a
licence if it might reduce the availability of taxis or raise prices. This
might have had beneficial consequences but was repealed by the 1985
Act. The thrust of this latter legislation, which pays no heed to the
relationship between fares and service levels and uses passenger waiting
time as the sole criterion for determining
regulatory
policy, is
fundamentally misguided and is likely to result in a large loss of welfare
for producers and only a small gain for consumers.

Discussion
It was pointed out that in Scotland taxi licenses could not be bought and
sold between operators. Jeremy Toner felt that regulation of fares would
still be needed to give an optimum, although the ellipse in Figure 1 might
have a different shape.
Peter White observed that the 1985 Act had permitted shared taxis or
taxi-buses, yet little had transpired. Jeremy Toner thought that the trade
might not be enthusiastic; if demand were price inelastic, allowing extra
passengers into the vehicle might reduce revenue per passenger. Sharing
does however occur informally, with passengers pooling a vehicle at the
start of the journey.
The issue was raised about the six mile radius around central London: a
taxi which confined itself here (through having "knowledge" only of this
area) could maximise revenue through making short, frequent trips.
Jeremy Toner drew attention to the strict fare scale and to the possibility
of introducing more flexibility. The regulated fares would have to reflect
the average profitability of all routes at all times, and drivers would have
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to be prohibited from refusing passengers who wanted to go to a "cheap"
area. The scale would be tapered to encourage short trips - a particular
problem where a taxi queues for some time in a rank and then is only
hired for a short trip. There would need to be means of avoiding the
exploitation which occurs in some countries with deregulated or de facto
deregulated regimes, particularly at airports.
A questioner suggested that if bus fares could be deregulated, so could
taxi fares - after all their cost structures are broadly similar. Jeremy
Toner replied that fares need to be set at marginal cost to achieve a social
optimum; costs are not fixed but vary with demand (unlike a bus which in
the short run covers the same mileage regardless of demand).
Peter White suggested that the cost and effort of learning the
"knowledge" would lead a London driver to confine him/herself to the
central area where the revenue potential was greatest, and asked whether
equivalent
tests existed in other areas. Jeremy Toner said that
Manchester had a "knowledge" requirement and that it raised the quality
and uniformity of the service. Passengers seeking private hire vehicles had
generally more choice and were more likely to be local people making
local journeys - hence extensive "knowledge" was less important. The
"knowledge" was a difficult test to pass and one could argue that it
formed an artificial barrier to entry; perhaps it could be made easier, or
training arrangements
improved.
Drivers in London can take a
"knowledge" test for suburban zones only ("yellow badge" drivers) - these
are somewhat easier but mean that one's revenue earning potential is
less.
David Andrews asked how "knowledge" was enforced. Jeremy Toner said
that in London the responsibility lay with the Metropolitan Police, while
elsewhere it was with the local authority. Naturally, those who had passed
the test would argue for its retention. In London the minicab market
provided an outlet for those with no "knowledge" - in fact, it might be a
means of acquiring it. Acquiring it placed a premium on the driver's
skills, raised his/her income and helped to ensure a stable service. This
last was beneficial, but the learning process was still too long.
Howard Walker wondered whether reducing the fares for London taxis
would drive operators into the minicab sector. Jeremy Toner felt that
such defections would be unlikely in London although it might be
possible to offer some incentives to discourage them. In provincial cities
with minicabs there was, unlike in London, some measure of quality
licensing so even if defections took place the quality and safety of the
service would not be seriously threatened.
Report by Andrew Spencer, Transport
Westminster

Studies Group, University of
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CHALLENGES TO THE DOVER HARBOUR BOARD IN THE
LIGlIT OF COMPEfITION FROM TIIE CHANNEL TUNNEL
Jonathan Sloggett, Managing Director, Dover Harbour Board
Jonathan Sloggett, now Managing Director and Register of the Dover
Harbour Board, has been long associated with cross-channel transport,
and at the meeting of the Group on 21 June gave a very wide-ranging talk
(in spite of the limits he imposed at the beginning!) on the structure,
distribution and prospects for ferry traffic and the consequences for
Dover.
He opened his remarks by emphasising that this talk would not be just a
series of slides of ships, hovercraft etc. making their way between the
English and French coasts. Nor would it deal only with the effects of the
Channel Tunnel, nor the present financial status of the Tunnel. So far as
the latter was concerned, it was his view that the Tunnel will not be
closed now it is operational, so there is no point in following-up this
particular argument. Furthermore, he would not be attempting to deal
with some current problems on Cross Channel traffic which were much in
the headlines at the moment, such as livestock traffic and privatisation.
Rather, he proposes to give some impressions of the developing market,
and how Dover, in particular, is reacting to these developments.
First, to set the legal environment within which Dover works (with the
inevitable economic consequences):
Dover is a Trust Port, with no
shareholders,
but it is not owned by the state. It follows a traffic
maximising policy in its relations with shipping operators.
Earlier in 1995, a document called 'The Kent Ports Strategy' was
published. This majors on the ferry routes, including the Channel
Tunnel, and was produced by Kent County Council with contributions
from the various port authorities, Eurotunnel, the shipping lines involved
and others with an interest in the well-being of the Kent ports.
Consultants
also contributed,
and where there was apparent
disagreement between these and the other contributors he tended to take
the consultants view.
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continental Europe, in recent years (nearly doubling since 1984). The
proportion of this to and from the Kent ports had declined somewhat
during the past two or three years, but in absolute terms was still 60% up
since 1984. Dover had lost out a little in relation to both the other Kent
ports and to all ports, but still accounted for nearly 80% of all the Kent
traffic and nearly 40% of all such traffic, whether to or from Kent ports
or elsewhere. About 45% of freight traffic was to and from French ports.
There have been some closures of routes after the large increases
enjoyed during the 1980s. Dover largely dealt with accompanied freight
traffic whereas
the other Kent ports tended
to handle the
unaccompanied freight.
In the case of passenger traffic there was an even heavier emphasis on
the French routes (over 80%). The Kent ports were more predominant
in passenger traffic than in freight (65% of cars as opposed to a little
under 50% for freight). Dover took an even greater proportion of the
car traffic (over 85% of the Kent car traffic and up to 55% of total car
traffic). Like freight Dover has seen a small decline in its market share in
car traffic, but the decline of the 1980s has been redressed somewhat
during the past two or three years. The P&O strike of 1988 proved to
have been an influence in the distribution of this type of traffic.
Special attention needs to be paid to coach traffic. There has been more
modest growth on a relatively few routes (about 25% since 1984). The
Kent ports account for about 92% of the total coach traffic. Dover, once
more, is predominant (nearly 90% of the Kent ports and over 80% of the
total coach traffic). The relative importance of coach traffic is shown by
the figures of 11 million passengers by coach and 13 million by car.
[Reviewer's note: this gives an average of 60 persons per coach and 2.5
persons per car.] There are also significant numbers of passengers by
'non-travelling' coaches i.e. coaches bringing and taking away passengers
to and from the port. To the shipping lines these passengers are 'on
foot', but to the ports they present problems of dealing with vehicles, of
course.

Passenger traffic is either in cars, coaches or on foot.

On the subject of fares it needs to be borne in mind that the cost 'floor' is
set by the Dover - Calais route where five round trips per day are possible
for each vessel. Other significant influences on prices are the 55% load
factor obtained during the 1980's on this route compared with 75% on
other routes. The latter, higher load factor reflects the policy of using
smaller vessels on these routes which can be filled nearer to capacity, as a
counter to the scale economies of using larger vessels on the Dover Calais route. The Dover route is significantly cheaper (up to 25%) than
other cross-channel routes for both accompanied and unaccompanied
road freight traffic.

A chart of traffic movements was presented which showed that there had
been a substantial increase in freight traffic, between the UK and

The trend of prices in recent years has been -3.5% per annum for cars
and + 2.5% per annum for lorries. The dominant feature has been the

A broad analysis of the freight traffic carried on these ferry routes, shows
that it is mainly in lorries, either accompanied or unaccompanied. There
is some container traffic and there was an element of rail traffic (by train
ferry) until the Channel Tunnel became operational.
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fighting for a prominent position in the market in the run-up to the
opening of the Channel Tunnel. It is difficult to get a representative
picture of price trends due to the multiplicity of routes, operators and
special deals. 'On board' spending appears to be as much or more than
the travel revenue if put on a per passenger basis. The average foot
passenger, in particular, pays a very small amount for his travel. In 1984 a
range of figures was submitted for the debate on the cross-channel fixed
link, in 1993 the Kent Ports Strategy submitted a more up-to-date view of
prices and, in 1995, the speaker produced his own estimates. Overall one
can say that the market is driven by falling prices.
It appears that in 1993, for the Kent ports as a whole, 38% of ferry
revenue came from road freight, a little less from cars, 15% from coaches
and only about 10% from foot passengers. These figures include the 'on
board' spend.
Revenue forecasts have been derived from the average rates of recent
times, modified by judgments on market trends, times the forecast
quantities of traffic. On these bases traffic through Kent ports is forecast
at around £700m per annum during most of the 1990's. The value of total
cross channel ferry traffic is around £1bn. with Dover taking half. To and
from the Kent ports, inclnding EurotunneI, car traffic is expected to rise
by a little more than 30%, coach traffic by about 14%, and road haulage
vehicles by approaching 25% - all by the year 2000 compared with 1995.
The proportion handled by Dover, compared with the totality of Kent
ports, is expected to fall significantly in all three categories of traffic, most
substantially in that of cars (from 71% to 43%), followed by road haulage
vehicles (from 91% to 75%).
There has been a large increase in capacity during recent years. There
are both more ships and more trips per ship. There is a reluctance
amongst operators to rationalise and reduce capacity, mainly due to the
government refusing to allow 'pooling' arrangements.
Moreover, the
major operators are in no mood to co-operate.
The Kent Ports Advisory panel assumed that the Channel Tunnel would
come into operotion earlier than it has, in practice, done. It anticipated
an increase in capacity of 79% for cars, 132% for coaches and 72% for
freight over the five years following the report. Other forecasts of
changes in capacity suggest an increase of about 60% between 1993 and
1996 - Kent ferries and Eurotunnel combined, for cars.
The forecast for Kent ports between 1995 and 2000 is that, in spite of the
Channel Tunnel, Dover will handle the same amount of traffic as in the
1980s. In the case of coaches the same level of traffic as was enjoyed in
1993 is expected. Dover expects £400mn of revenue and a similar sum
could be shared between other routes and Eurotunnel.
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Discussion
Opening
the questioning,
Jonathan
Roberts
(Westminster
Communications
Group) pointed to the heavy reliance on the leisure
market - both coaches and cars, and asked for views on the future of the
tourist market - in particular the contrast between the UK and the
continent as source of this type of traffic. The speaker replied that coach
traffic from UK to the continent was predominantly to ski resorts and the
Dutch bulb fields. The cheaper family holidays were also an important
contributor to this type of traffic. In the other direction, liner coaches
from Eastern Europe were a significant contributor.
Two thirds of the
total coach traffic originated in the UK. The forecasts were characterised
by great volatility and differences in opinion on overall growth and
capture by individual operators.
For example, Eurotunnel
forecast
grabbing all of the present coach traffic next year.
John Parsons asked about the effects on port operations of competition
from Eurotunnel. The response was that the ports had obtained all the
capacity they needed for the foreseeable future during the 1980s i.e.
before the Tunnel opened. Ports were taking the same amount from
falling ferry revenues.
Since 1989 there had been a 40% decline in
charges to ferry operators and this year a further 20% fall was expected.
Ian Gilliver (W.S. Atkins Planning Consultants) enquired about the type
of investment made by the port authorities. Apparently, there had been
considerable investment in new berthing facilities, but no additional
land take. The elimination of much of the customs areas for traffic to and
from other EEC countries had helped considerably here. There had also
been an emphasis on speeding-up the loading and unloading of traffic
and also in providing 'customer friendly' facilities, such as restaurants,
laundries etc.
Peter White (University of Westminster) returned to coach traffic by
asking about its comparative scale in the total coach market in the UK.
Apparently continental coach traffic is almost equal to domestic coach
traffic. But what about the 'life' of duty free sales on ferries? The reply
was the duty free was expected to remain until 1999, and Eurotunnel was
trying hard to ensure it was not extended beyond that date. Ferry
operators were trying to maintain on-board sales, but there was less
margin available on these. Inevitably, there would be a 'dampening'
effect on traffic with the removal of duty free.
In reply to a question about 'marketing' -Dover in the context of the
total ferry market, the speaker said the ferry operators now realised the
Dover - Calais is the market leader.
Andrew Spencer (University of Westminster)
privatisation
would make to the fortunes

wondered what difference
of Dover. The speaker
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answered that capital funds are internally generated and assets cannot be
mortgaged on the cash flow. He thought privatisation would make
diversification possible.
George Williams (Middlesex University) wondered what the breakeven
point was for the ferries. Apparently, the problem is complicated by the
circumstance that most investment is in the Dover - Calais route, with a
consequential 'cascade' of vessels from this to other routes. What are the
economics of this? A difficult question! Undoubtedly,
overall, a
reduction in capacity is needed, which may happen but is unlikely in the
present circumstances.
Operators on the Dover - Calais route are
attempting to bring in other traffic to replace that lost to Eurotunnel.
The speaker added that he anticipated further concentration on Dover Calais and, away from the short-sea routes, on Portsmouth and Hull.
There are now fifty sailings a day to Calais compared with 30 a few years
ago. In these circumstances it is remarkable that the hovercraft has
survived! Fast ferries may be the future prospect, or jetfoils or
catamarans. But the markedly different route lengths are significant so
that Stena may first run high speed services from Portsmouth and
Newhaven, followed by Dover.
Aileen Hammond (freelance consultant) referred to the need to take into
account the other end of the route i.e. Calais, by asking how much coordination there existed with that port. The answer was that providing
balanced berthing capacity was the most important consideration. There
were formerly sixteen 'berth slots' available. Now the operators demand
that there is a ship at a berth all the time. Hence more berth capacity is
required at both Dover and Calais. One factor to take into account is
that Calais is almost like a trust port but is actually run by the Chamber of
Commerce, upon which Eurotunnel sits, as French law dictates!
Finally Jonathan Roberts asked about the leasing of vessels e.g. by P&O.
The speaker said this was all very well but the problem of fleet
replacement in about five years time would still remain.
To this reviewer a number of points from this address stood out and
deserve further comment. First, the dominance of Dover in the crosschannel market, both passenger and freight, but, of course, the risk that it
would suffer disproportionately
from the presence of Eurotunnel.
Secondly, the risks for someone (or everyone) in overprovision of
capacity (Eurotunnel doubles capacity at Kent ports for cars and coaches
and by approaching 40% for road freight). In this connection there are
doubts about the provision of funds for renewal of the fleet, in markets
where it will be difficult to keep load factors up and where prices have
suffered, and continue to suffer, considerable downward pressure. But,
above all, there is the message of the interdependence
of ferry
operator(s) with ports - an object lesson, perhaps, in the economic link
between transport operator and transport infrastructure. Is it possible
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that the pursuance of a traffic maximising policy by Dover Harbour
Board is responsible for the comparative success of both Dover and the
ferry services operating out of it? How would privatisation of Dover
affect this policy and either - or both, of these success stories?
Report by Don Box
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PUBLIC TRANSPORT AT HEATIJROW AIRPORT
Alastair
Airport

Duff, General

Manager

Transportation

changing government policy guidance (PPG13 and RPG9 on the
South East) which called for increased use of public transport;

Policy, Heathrow

The talk discussed ways of enhancing multi-modal access to Heathrow
Airport to help accommodate growth. As Heathrow Airport is the world's
leading international airport it is a major surface access hub and traffic
generator. Its location to the west of London compounds the traffic
problem of traffic sharing the local and trunk road network.
The talk discussed the key issues facing Heathrow for passengers, staff
and other visitors and showed how Heathrow Airport Limited (HAL) is
endeavouring to ensure that the airport continues to function safely and
efficiently. This is against a shift to more environmentally
sensitive
transport policies and respecting the needs of the local community. A
Heathrow Area Transport Forum has been set to gain the benefits of
private/public sector partnership.

Background

Heathrow currently handles around 53 million air passengers per annum
through three runways and four terminals and with a workforce of 53,000
employees. An application has been made for a fifth terminal (T5) at
Heathrow which, if built, would allow 80 million passengers to use
Heathrow.
High quality access by a variety of modes is required in order to operate
efficiently and meet customer expectations.
Currently, 34% of air
passengers travel by public transport (rail, bus and coach), 20% by taxi
and the rest by car. The public transport proportion is one of the highest
in the world and HAL would like to see this rise to 50% for non-transfer
passengers in the next century.
Policy Context
Even before the Piccadilly Line was extended to Heathrow in 1977 there
was a substantial
bus based public transport
network service to
Heathrow. In 1992 HAL hosted its first Public Transport seminar which
brought together operators, local authorities and other key players
around Heathrow such as major businesses. This was followed in 1994 by
a second seminar where HAL announced its intention to establish a
Forum to develop a framework for solving transport challenges through
partnership. At this time there were a number of changes taking place in
transport:

the SACTRA report on the Generation
of Traffic and the
recognition that road construction alone will not provide for future
transport needs;
the Secretary of State for Transport's "Great Transport Debate",
calling for the partnership approach to solving transport problems;
and emerging international consensus that something must be done
to restrict the growth in private vehicular journeys;
growing environmental concerns about the use of cars including
their effects on air quality, noise and the construction of new roads.
Adopting policies which encourage the use of public transport and
reduce car dependency will benefit both HAL and its customers: air
passengers, airlines and other commercial interests. Part of HAL's
strategy is to provide a broad range of options for access to Heathrow
including London Underground, Heathrow Express, bus and coach
services and taxis. Where appropriate, opportunities for walking and
cycling are also being encouraged.

The Challenge

Heathrow's surface access problems are exacerbated by its location,
particularly the three central terminals (T1, T2 and T3) which currently
handle 80% of total air passengers. They are located on an island site
with only one principal means of road entry and exit through a tunnel.
This has resulted in many traffic generators, car parking and car rental
being relocated to perimeter areas, supported by a large fleet of frequent
shuttle buses connecting with the central area.
Scarce land resources mean that the opportunities
for developing
perimeter areas for additional car parking and/or property development
to meet forecast demand are becoming more and more limited.
Moreover, the local planning authority has a policy that expansion
outside the airport should not be allowed except in exceptional
circumstances.
Not only is the overall number of passengers at Heathrow continuing to
grow but the peaks at each terminal are getting longer. Peak times are
now overlapping putting extra pressure on the central terminal area road
system and access roads. At the same time the terminals are looking to
expand their facilities in order to improve levels of customer service.
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The obvious way of reducing traffic volume is to get more people to use
public transport. HAL's goal is to raise the public transport share of nontransfer passengers to 50%. The introduction of Heathrow Express in
1998 is expected to increase public transport ridership to/from central
London, but there will still be a long way to go to achieve the overall aim.

In contrast to air passengers, only 12% of employees use public transport
with 80% travelling by car. This reflects the relative inconvenience, real
or perceived, of public transport compared to the private car. The
problem facing HAL is how to improve the range, frequency and quality
of public transport whilst achieving a shift in attitude among those staff
for whom public transport is a credible alternative.
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Air passenger initiatives
There are nine initiatives designed to improve access for air passengers.
1.

Heathrow Express which wiUprovide four trains per hour between
Heathrow and Paddington with a sixteen minute journey time. The
carriages will be air-conditioned, have special luggage areas and
online information.

2.

National Express has recently re-branded four of its principal
airport services as "Airlink", serving sixteen UK cities. HAL is
contributing towards the marketing costs with possibility of further
a contribution towards local advertising.

3.

Airbus between Heathrow and central London destinations. A new
dedicated service to T4 has recently started and the service running
to Euston/RusseU Square has been extended to King's Cross/St
Pancras.

4.

Railair lounges have recently been refurbished at Woking in
conjunction with South West Trains and Surrey County Council
and at Reading with Great West Trains. Currently these services
carryover 600,000 air passengers per annum and the aim is to
increase market share.

5.

Bus station redevelopment is planned, including additional bus and
coach stands and new lifts to improve vertical circulation linking
the subways to the Underground station and the terminals.

6.

Travel hotline for all bus and coach information to/from Heathrow.
A nationally advertised telephone number will appear on aU future
marketing and on the rear of coaches. Apart from details of fares
and services, people will be able to book tickets and make
reservations by credit card.

7.

A computerised
journey planner will be give multi-modal
information through interactive technology.

8.

Jetlink coach services operate in the Home Counties.

9.

Piccadilly Line plays a key role in linking Heathrow with central
London which is used by 12 million air passenger and 3 million staff
each year. HAL is working with London Underground to improve
ticketing and customer service facilities and at ways of encouraging
more staff to use the line.

The Solutions
HAL's response is to develop a multi-faceted public transport strategy
with a series of traffic demand management initiatives aimed at stemming
the growth of road vehicles to/from the airport. In particular, HAL will
work in partnership with aU the major stakeholders to achieve common
aims. Thus, the key element has been the creation of the Forum to
develop, promote and co-ordinate initiatives to increase public transport
use and to reduce the need for car travel in the Heathrow area.
The Forum comprises twelve local authorities as well as local businesses
and organisations such as London Transport and the Confederation of
British Industry. A steering group oversees and sets the work programme
for working groups: four Bus Groups plus groups for Demand
Management, Promotions, Technology, Rail and Cycling & Greenways.
The principal components of HAL policy are:
•
to bring Heathrow Express into service in 1998;
•
to investigate other rail opportunities such as CrossRail and links to
the west;
to support London Underground initiatives aimed at improving
service on the Piccadilly Line to Heathrow;
to work with bus and coach operators to identify ways of expanding
and improving the existing services;
•
to review bus and coach charging policy;
to improve the availability and communication of bus, coach and
rail information to passengers; and
to establish and oversee the operation of the Heathrow Area
Transport Forum.
HAL is pursuing
a variety of initiatives
that are capable of
implementation in the short and medium term. The initiatives fall into
two categories: those aimed at air passengers and those aimed at airport
staff, although both may benefit from an initiative.
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Staff related initiatives
Again there are nine initiatives designed to improve access for staff.
1.

Local bus improvements
such as increased frequencies
are
supported by HAL and British Airways. HAL's aim is to pump
prime routes with resources which, as patronage rises, will then be
taken into the main public transport routes.

2.

The free flow Heathrow campaign was launched to airport staff in
April 1995 with the aim of promoting alternative means of access to
use of the car. This is an advertising campaign via staff car parks,
staff and local buses, canteen displays, e-mail and staff publications.

3.

Smartcard trial on London Transport started in March 1995 and is
HAL is supporting the Farecard scheme on route 140 in the
Heathrow area. The system reduces bus boarding times and is
more convenient without the use of cash.

4.

Car sharing scheme was launched in April 1995. All employees are
able to register on a database to find their most appropriate travel
partner. HAL is acting as broker for all employers on the airport.

5.

Public transport season ticket loans is being developed by HAL for
its staff.

6.

Cycling is being promoted by a network of signed cycle routes to
new secure cycle parking sites. HAL has negotiated a discount
purchase scheme with a local cycle shop, and is considering a pool
of cycles for staff to travel to meetings or local shops. Cycle
allowances to staff using cycles to work is currently being
considered.

7.

A staff travel telephone line is provided staff to obtain accurate and
helpful advice from HAL's transport policy team.

8.

Heathrow travel guide containing bus timetable and route
information was created in 1994 by HAL which has since been
extended to include details of local bus, rail and underground
services. HAL is investigating the feasibility of a computerised
multi-modal journey planner system which employees could access
via the internal computer network.

9.

Review of employee car parking policy in association with its
partners in the Forum. HAL recognises the numerous sensitivities
and practicalities involved in the review.
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Rail Strategy
Rail projects are large, complex and expensive with long lead times and
complex legislative arrangements.
A rail link that serves the aviation
industry must be self financing. The difficulty of creating a rail link to the
airport has been apparent in the history of the various projects. The
Piccadilly Line was chosen in the early 1970s essentially because it was
cheaper than the alternatives.
The Piccadilly Line has been very
successful in carrying large numbers of staff and air passengers with a
high frequency, low cost service.
Following the Airports Inquiries of 1982-83 there began a search for a
main line link in the Heathrow Surface Access Study. The consultants to
the study came up with a suggestion that developed in Heathrow Express.
The great Western Main Line was chosen allowed a very short journey
time to Paddington (16 minutes) because of the straight, fast track, and it
has spare capacity. The advantage of the route to London is the large
flow with a daily profile is much flatter than commuter peaks which gives
a chance that revenue will cover operating costs and provide a return on
capital investment.
It is unlikely that other rail schemes will generate the revenues expected
by Heathrow Express. Therefore, schemes with lower capital costs will be
required, or ones that can address wider South East transport objectives
and justify some form of non-commercial government funding. It must be
noted that the government will not subsidise the air traveller.
A study is currently being done of two new stations on existing main lines
(Stockley Park and Bedfont Lakes) or on existing stations at Hayes &
Harlington and at Feltham. They could be built quickly and relatively
cheaply and, by providing a good quality bus connection to Heathrow,
can link into the extensive networks of Thames Trains and South West
Trains services.
Other possibilities being looked at are links via Old Oak Common and
Willesden to St Pancras and Stratford, and to the West Coast and
Midland Main Lines. An hourly service could run between Manchester
and Heathrow.
A study has also been done on the "Western Connection" which would
link the Great Western and South Western Lines to the west of
Heathrow, utilising an existing freight line, some trackbed near the M25
plus some new tunnelling. A hub could provide a station, car parking (as
part of a M4jM3 park and ride strategy), a coach terminal and intermodal
freight facilities. The demand forecasts and operating assumptions used
in the completed study now need to be validated by Railtrack so that they
can be confident that its aims can be achieved.
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Conclusions
HAL has adopted public transport policies which it believes provide
short, medium and long term solutions to surface access problems to
Heathrow. BAA's long term vision is for the development of stronger
public transport links to all its airports with these links being connected to
strong public transport activities in the wider area.
HAL is aware that achieving its aims will not be easy but the changing
tide of opinion are supportive. The Secretary of State for Transport has
clearly set out a framework within which central and local government
and the private sector can work in partnership. Already there is a solid
base of 34% of air passengers travelling by public transport with a further
20% choosing taxis rather than the private car.
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All meetings are held at 5.30 for 6pm in Room 205, University of
Westminster, 35 Marylebone Road, London NW15LS. The building is on
the south side of Marlebone Road, close to Baker Street Underground
Station. A new security procedure is in force and all visitors must sign in
at reception and collect a visitors pass prior to the meeting.
21 February Annual General Meeting at 5pm followed by

The report is an edited version of the paper given to the TEG.

Freight Transport: Environmental Impact of Supply Chain
Redesign. Professor Jim Cooper, Cranfield University
Centre for Logistics and Transportation
20 March

The London Congestion
The MVA Consultancy

17 April

The Aims of SUSTRANS and the lOOO-milecycle network.
Jayne Heggett, SUSTRANS

15 May

Rail Privatisation. Michael Lee, OPRAF

19 June

title to be confirmed

PAN-EUROPEAN

Charging Study.

Clive Gilliam,

TRANSPORT

The Financial Times has just published a report on this theme with the
sub-title "Creating freight and passenger networks for the next century".
A wide range of topics is covered, including freight forwarding,
legislation, shipping, airlines, rail operations, travel agents and transport
planners. Price is £320. The author is Derek Done, a TEG member,
from whom further details may be obtained at 13 Harwood Road,
Marlow, Bucks SL7 2AR
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PRIVATE FINANCING

IN AUSTRALIA

Following the one-day seminar on Private Financing in Transport
InfrastructuTe in February 1995 (reported in the Summer 1995 issue of
the Journal) and Gordon Mills earlier talk on private road schemes in
Sydney in September 1994 (see the Spring 1955 issue), members may be
interested in the report of the Economic Planning Advisory Commission
(EPAC) "Private Infrastructure
Task Force Report" published in
September 1995.
The task force reviewed the current role and future scope of private
sector funding, primarily with reference to "BOOT" (build, own, operate,
transfer) methods. The task force recommended that guidelines should
be developed, based on which method (private or public finance) can
provide funds most efficiently, rather than shifting as much risk as
possible to the private sector.
A number of other recommendations
were made, one of the more
controversial
being that the Commonwealth
Government
should
discontinue its infrastructure
bonds after 1997-98. Subsequently, the
Government abolished the tax breaks offered by infrastructure bonds for
urban road projects. This is likely to affect the $A300 million Eastern
Distributor road project in Sydney.
Members interested in obtaining the full report should write to Dr Derek
Scrafton (a member of the tak force, and of TEG), Director-General
of
Transport, Government of South Australia, POBox 1599, Adelaide,
South Australia, (fax: 61-8-303-0808).
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